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Abstract: National electricity supply utility in South Africa (Eskom) has been facing challenges to
meet load demands in the country. The lack of generation equipment maintenance, increasing load
demand and lack of new generation stations has left the country with a shortage of electricity supply
that leads to load shedding. As a result, alternative renewable energy is required to supplement the
national grid. Photovoltaic (PV) solar generation and wind farms are leading in this regard. Sunlight
fluctuates throughout the day, thereby causing irradiation which in turn causes the output of the
PV plant to become unstable and unreliable. As a result, storage facilities are required to mitigate
challenges that come with the integration of PV into the grid or the use of PV independently, off the
grid. The same storage system can also be used to supplement the power supply at night time when
there is no sunlight and/or during peak hours when the demand is high. Although storage facilities are
already in existence, it is important to research their range, applications, highlight new technologies
and identify the best economical solution based on present and future plans. The study investigated
an improved economic and technical storage system for generation of clean energy systems using
solar/PV plants as the base to supplement the grid. In addition, the research aims to provide utilities
with the information required for making storage facilities available with an emphasis on capital cost,
implementation, operation and maintenance costs. The study solution is expected to be economical
and technically proficient in terms of PV output stabilization and provision of extra capacity during
peak times. The research technology’s focus includes different storage batteries, pumped storage and
other forms of storage such as supercapacitors. The analysis or simulations were carried out using
current analytic methods and software, such as HOMER Pro®. The end results provide the power
utility in South Africa and abroad with options for energy storage facilities that could stabilise output
demand, increase generation capacity and provide backup power. Consumers would have access to
power most of the time, thereby reducing generation constraints and eventually the monthly cost
of electricity due to renewable energies’ accessibility. Increased access to electricity will contribute
to socio-economic development in the country. The proposed solution is environmentally friendly
and would alleviate the present crisis of load shedding due to the imbalance of high demand to
lower generations.

Keywords: pumped storage; solar photovoltaic; lithium-ion batteries; storage; storage operation and
maintenance costs; battery management system; state of charge

1. Introduction

South Africa has rich renewable energy (RE) capacity of approximately 4000 MW according the
Department of Energy, Eskom has a target of 10,000 GWh to be introduced into the grid. Eskom
estimates the photovoltaic (PV) potential to be 64.6 GW. However, just like many other utilities across
the world, they are in search of a storage facility for these renewable energies that are expected to
supplement the grid during peak hours or whenever required. The dependency on fossil fuels is
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decreasing while the usage of RE is increasing [1]. This paper presents the research conducted to assess
better economic and technical storage systems for clean energy systems using solar/PV plants as a base
to supplement the grid. The investigation focused on using lithium-ion (Li) batteries and pumped
storage (PPS). Pumped storage is already in use by the utility. This study is intended to provide the
utility with information on recent storage battery technologies and how they compare with traditional
PPS. Furthermore, if the PPS expected output is achieved, for continuous improvement, new forms
of energy storage need to be investigated. Traditionally storage batteries were considered to be very
expensive, requiring frequent maintenance and not environmentally friendly in comparison with
PPS [2,3]. The study reviews how the development of batteries has improved over the years thereby
resulting in cost reduction and traditional perceptions elimination.

The investigation analysis and simulations were carried out using current methods and software
called HomerPro® with emphasis on capital cost, implementation, operation and maintenance costs.

To achieve the objectives of the study, which include finding the economic and technical solutions
to renewable energy storage, the following design processes were implemented: development of a PV
model and its integration with storage batteries using lithium-ion and the design of a pumped storage
(PPS) model as well as its integration with the PV model. Comparison of the battery and PPS model was
carried out and finally, a developed model arising from the result obtained at different stages of design
implementation and efficacy was made. The model development and simulations were carried out
in HOMER Pro® environments. Analysis of the results was also carried out to accentuate the impact
and contribution of the various scenarios, factors and storage systems. Storage batteries and PPS were
simulated and compared, using 3 scenarios: 200 kWh, 600 kWh and 1 MWh storage capacities.

From the results obtained, it can be inferred that both storage systems are significant to PV output
stabilisation as required. Both of these can be used to supplement PV in times of high demand and
times where PV is not sufficient, due to weather conditions or fluctuations. While these systems have
capacities to discharge as and when required, the PPS has a very rapid response and can be used where
there are large loads or emergency loading is required. When operated as a hybrid system with the
PV, it has been proven that for lower storage requirements, such as the 200 kWh storage bank, PPS
is a cheaper option than storage batteries, by operating at almost half the cost. As storage capacity
increases to 600 kWh, then the gap closes and PPS becomes approximately 16% cheaper than batteries.
The difference reduces as storage capacity increases to 1 MWh. The research has demonstrated that
when required storage capacity becomes greater than 1 MWh, then batteries are able to be selected.
The assumption was made that both storage resources are available at one site.

Lastly, the research provides the utility with the option to select which storage it requires,
depending on the resources at the area where PV is installed. This will improve the stability of the grid,
thereby averting outage as a result of load (electricity demand), increasing generation capacity and
consumers will have access to power most of the time, which, in the long run, is expected to bring about
a reduction in the cost of electricity and contributes to socio-economic development in the country,
by creating jobs which will invariably transform into an increase in production capacity. The preferred
solution is environmentally friendly and alleviates the present crisis which is a result of high demand
and low generation—i.e., supply.

2. Storage Capacity Review

2.1. Lithium-Ion Batteries

The renewable energy output voltage is not constant and requires a storage facility or capacity
to regulate the output. In addition, the energy generated can be stored for later use when demand
increases, especially for times when sunlight is insufficient to generate power. A simple example
is to store energy and release it when the demand is high, such as in the mornings and afternoons.
The stored energy can be utilised to supplement the grid. Batteries have the ability to store electrical
energy which can be drawn later when required. The other advantages of storage batteries area is that
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they can assist the solar plant with ramp rate (kW/min) which must be maintained by the solar plant as
per utility requirements. Ramp rate may be affected by sudden weather changes. This is why batteries
are significant: to control the said ramp rate. Mismatches happen between load and generation, causing
frequency deviations; however, the storage batteries can assist with frequency control and voltage [4].
The question arising here concerns which batteries are suitable for grid-connected PV plants. There are
many types of batteries manufactured but this study only examined the most commonly used ones:
lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries. There are important characteristics of batteries that one should
consider when choosing the best or most suitable battery solution, such as depth of discharge (DoD),
effective capacity, charging/discharging rate and life cycle. In a PV plant, batteries will be connected
in parallel-series to meet the required voltage and power.

Lithium-ion batteries are rechargeable type. These batteries over the years have been compared
to others in their class; results indicate they currently have lower costs, higher energy, weigh less,
higher circuit voltage, safe to use, they have an extended life cycle of up to 16 years and better
power densities [5]. The efficiency of these batteries has improved over the years to about 70%–99%.
More importantly, they no longer require maintenance as it was traditionally [6]. Considering their high
cell voltage, they offer few cells required to achieve equal voltage in the same circuit compared to other
batteries, resulting in reduced transportation cost and less space required for installation. The fastest
charging time of less than 2 h makes them very attractive. Lastly, Li-ion batteries are very friendly and
simple to use [7–9]. While these batteries are attractive to use, they require a good strategy, and accurate
management to maintain and improve their operating efficiency while enhancing their life span.
There are different types of battery management in use while others are being investigated [10–12].
State of charge (SOC) plays an important role in the life span of the batteries, it helps to know when
to charge and discharge the batteries. This prevents batteries from damage caused by overcharging
and over-discharging. Storage batteries rely on accurate SOC to compete with other forms of storage
facilities in terms of offering better storage capacity. Sliding mode observer (SMO), as proposed in [5],
focuses on charging and discharging of a battery as exemplified; charging:

soc = V̂SOC (1)

And discharging;

soc =

∫ t1
t0 (I2

b RS +
V̂2

f
R f

)dτ∫ t1
t0 VbIbdτ

(2)

‘ˆ’denotes estimated quantity.
Where t0 and t1 are starting and end times respectively.
Reading from Figure 1 above; Voc measures the battery open circuit voltage, which is also the

function of the battery’s State of Charge (SOC). The SOC voltage is represented by Vsoc , while Rs is
the ohmic resistance inserted to control the energy and SOC during battery discharging and charging.
RC block (C f ,R f ) shows the battery’s reaction upon application of a step load current. The charge
capacitor Rsd is represented by Cn .where Cn = 3600CQ and CQ is the nominal capacity (A × h). It is
to be noted that there are modelling errors, time-varying elements and uncertainties and [5] shows
∆ fp, ∆ foc and ∆ fsoc can be used to address these errors. To model the battery, the VRC (voltage accross
RC) can be given by (3):

.
VRC = −

1
R f C f

V f +
Ib
C f

+ ∆ fp (3)
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2.2. Pumped Storage

The pumped storage power plant (PPS) has been in existence since 1904; the first installation
was used in the 1890s in Italy and Switzerland [13]. PPS built around the world are still functioning,
while improved new plants are being continuously built due to their functioning flexibility and
adeptness to deliver a quick response to load changes in the system or good electricity price.
Synchronous motors are deployed in the system to convert the mechanical energy into electrical energy
and, in reverse, to upper reservoirs [14]. PPS is operated by controlling the level of water in the upper
reservoir and the output voltage frequency.

Water is stored in the upper tank. During generation mode this water will flow through the
hydropower plant to generate electricity. For storage, the used water is pumped from the lower tank
into the upper tank using the same reversible turbines. It is noted that some use abandoned mines for
lower reservoirs as the height difference between two storage tanks is of paramount importance to
generate more mechanical energy [13,14].

Energy is produced by controlling the water level on the upper tank. The Simulink model of water
level control is shown in [15]. Traditional PPS used two engines/electric motors, one for pumping water to
the upper tank and one to generate electricity through the hydro plant. Recently only one pump can be
used to do both works, these pumps are called reversible turbines. These reversible turbines have brought
about reduced installation and maintenance costs [16]. Figure 2 below illustrates a typical PPS installation.
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When water flows from the upper reservoir to the discharge reservoir, the motor acts as a turbine
and converts gravitational power to mechanical power. The potential power relies on the water head
and its flow rate can be expressed as:

Ph = ρgHQw (4)

where the output mechanical power of the turbine is given by:

PPT = ηρgHQw (5)

PPT is the total output mechanical power from the turbine shaft in Watts, η is the turbine efficiency,
ρ is the volume density of water (kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2) due to the height of
the upper reservoir. Qw is the water flow rate passing through the turbine (m3/s) and H is the effective
head of water across the turbine (m) [15].

The efficiency of the pump-turbine is the same in all operating modes, turbine and pump [15,16].
The mathematical expression of the efficiency is expressed below in turbine mode:

η (λi, Qw) =
1
2
[

(
90
λi

+ Qw + 0.78
)
exp(−50/λi)] (3.33Qw) (6)

with

λi =
[ 1
λ+ 0.089

− 0.0035
]−1

, (7)

and
λ =

RAΩ
Qw

(8)

R is the turbine radius, A is the Area swept by rotor blades (m2) and; Ω is the rotational
speed (rad/s).

While for fixed water head which is the case for this study, the pump-turbine hydrodynamic
torque depends only on water flow rate and rotational speed. The torque equation is given below:

TPT(Qw, Ω) =
PPT

Ω
(9)

When the mechanical friction effects are neglected, the pump turbine motion equation is given by:

TPT(Qw, Ω) − Tem = J
(

dΩ
dt

)
(10)

where J is the total inertia of the pump-turbine and motor generator coupling, Tem is the motor-generator
(electromagnetic) torque.

2.3. Supercapacitors

Another option for supplementing the unreliable solar plant with energy is that of utilising
supercapacitors. Supercapacitors are proven to have a long life span, high power density and
high dynamics [17]. Supercapacitors are the fastest energy source and can be used to supply the
shortage-voltage to achieve DC bus voltage regulation. Supercapacitors store energy between two
electrodes in a non-converted electrical form [18].

In the research conducted on [19], the load profile is compared to PV power and the results
demonstrate high-low fluctuation in frequency. Supercapacitors are implemented to compensate for
low frequencies between the PV plant and the load. These supercapacitors also provide high-frequency
components of power and they can absorb high transients due to its rapid response. Supercapacitors
have high-density and long life and can last for a life span of 12 years when operated properly [17–19].
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This solution of a hybrid supercapacitor with PV plant is mainly used on small scale micro-grids where
power requirements are a few megawatts.

It has also been proven that when in the same system or interfaced with batteries’ storage
(supercapacitor–battery storage combination) the plant is more efficient than when it is PV–battery
storage alone [19,20]. These supercapacitors can operate in low and harsh environments, i.e., very
high and low temperatures. They are maintenance-free for about 10 years. Unlike the batteries,
supercapacitors require less management [21–24].

2.4. Lead Acid Batteries

Lead acid batteries were first invented in the 1800s by the French physician, Gaston Plante
and are the oldest known rechargeable batteries. During the discharging mode, both positive and
negative plates become lead (II) sulphate PBSO4 and the electrolyte loses much of its dissolved
sulphuric acid and becomes primarily water. These batteries are also used in storage requirements
facilities, were traditionally used in vehicles and are now found in solar plants. Lead acid batteries
can operate under harsher temperature conditions than lithium-ion batteries and furthermore, they
provide low-cost storage and are safe to use [8,25]. Lead acid batteries have harmful chemicals which
may negatively impact the environment if not disposed correctly. There are several ways of disposing
these batteries which is: using a landfill, stabilisation, incineration and recycling [26]. Recycling is
becoming a more favourable option because it reduces the environmental impact. Waste lead and acid
have serious pollution problems.

2.5. Battery Management System

Battery management system (BMS) improves the life expectancy and operating efficiency of
batteries. Each battery type should be managed to ensure that it is not overcharged or undercharged [5,6].
To achieve battery management can be tricky on battery banks. This is because a large number of
batteries are connected in series or parallel and all batteries should have equal voltages. BMS becomes
effective in this regard. A cell balancing circuit is proposed in [6] as one of the BMS methods to ensure
battery banks have equal voltages, although most of these methods are still under study. State of
charge (SOC) is used to know when to charge or discharge the batteries. An accurate SOC will prevent
the batteries from overcharging and over discharging, and thus prevent damages. Several methods,
such as fuzzy logic, extended Kalman filter, unscented Kalman filter, open circuit voltage, sliding mode
observer and non-linear observer, can be used to estimate and improve battery SOC [10,11,27–30].
All methods focus on improving the accuracy for SOC. BMS predicts the state of health, state of charge
and the remaining useful life, besides being used as protection circuit. This is achieved by continuous
measurement of battery voltage, current and temperature. This is referred to as a direct method
of SOC [28,29]. A dual polarisation model is proposed in [29] as the best dynamic performance by
providing more accurate SOC estimation.

Cost Reduction on Storage Batteries

According to Bloomberg’s analysis and predictions in 2017 after surveying more than
50 manufacturers, the cost of lithium-ion batteries was to fall to USD 100/kWh by 2025. The prediction
was done when the cost was USD 209/kWh. In 2017, the cost was placed at USD 140/kWh giving
indications that the target of USD 100/kWh might be reached by 2020, five years earlier than Bloomberg’s
prediction; the drop in price being almost 75% [31,32]. Tesla also developed a single battery called
a Powerwall system that can store and supply energy for seven days to household applications,
assuming the households have solar systems already installed to supply network. In addition,
this Powerwall is able to detect grid power loss and spontaneously restore/supply power within
milliseconds to a point where outage will not even be noticed. It is indicated that appliances in the
houses will continue to function without any interruption. One Powerwall with an estimated usage of
22 kWh/day will cost $6600 inclusive of all materials. More of these technologies are expected and
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with more funds and time spent on research and development, the battery cost is expected to reduce
considerably—i.e., the trend for lithium-ion batteries [33].

Tesla has proved the future of storage lies in batteries and specifically lithium-ion batteries.
More research and development should focus on it. It is further suggested in [34] that management
of manufacturing process can reduce the cost of batteries. In the same paper, it is suggested that
replacing statistical process control with advanced process control and also replacing conventional
furnace processing with thermal processing may have an impact in reduction of battery manufacturing
costs, as well.

2.6. Storage Capacity Review Conclusion

The low initial capital costs, low operational costs, higher life expectancy, user friendly system,
high efficiency, high energy and power density are the desired results required to determine the ideal
storage facility. It can be deduced that the ideal solution is not possible since no single storage facility
can offer all of these good characteristics or outputs [7]. The selection should, therefore, be based on
the application and budget. For example, lithium-ion batteries would mostly provide high energy
density and have simple operation methods [35]. However, they have a short life span and low power
density compared to supercapacitors. This in turn has low-speed response capabilities [18,22]. It is
suggested that having supercapacitors in the system can compensate for the shortfalls of batteries
because of their high-power density and long-life span [7]. Supercapacitors, however, are complicated
to configure on installation, the initial costs are high and not easy to control [22,36]. If choices were to
be made on batteries alone, then lithium-ion batteries offer fast charging times and unlike the lead-acid
batteries, they require no maintenance [7,35]. Another form of storage in research, in use and under
development is the fly-wheel; this stores energy in the form of mechanical energy, is very efficient and
has a long-life cycle. Their capability of charging and discharging at high power rates is good; this can
be done without loss of efficiency. They are also greenhouse-like pumped storage plants, with no effect
on the environment [7]. This research did not focus on this form of storage.

This then gives pumped-storage power plants an advantage over storage batteries because of
their functional flexibility and capability to offer quick responses to changes in the system due to
a change of loading and/or good price of electricity. Pumped storage, due to its more power output
can be used during peak time and thus bring more revenue, a lot of energy can be sold that time and
that is the time when energy costs are more expensive [37]. The system can be ready in 90 s and be
working on full capacity in 120 s. The switching from pumping to generation or vice versa can happen
between 180–240 s, with an efficiency of up to 67% [38] and contribute positively to frequency and
voltage control. The only challenge to the pumped storage facility is finding a suitable location based
on environmental, topography, geographical and size of reservoirs. There are a lot of initial costs
involved and it takes around 10 years to construct and commission. In some areas, reservoirs have to
be created, rivers have to be diverted to channel water into the built upper reservoirs [37,38].

3. Investigation Approach and Methodology

The program that was utilised for study costs comparison is Homer Pro®. HOMER (Hybrid
Optimisation of Multiple Energy Resources) software was developed to assist engineers with modelling,
costs simulations and optimisations of hybrid energy systems. HOMER software can model the
grid-tied, off-grid, hybrid systems and stand-alone complex systems. It uses formulas to optimise the
required system based on user requirements. It can be used to do cost analysis of different mentioned
systems. This can be either renewable energies or traditional grids such as diesel generators, pumped
storage, storage batteries, conventional hydro-power plants, boilers, hydrokinetic plant, hydrogen
tanks, thermal load controllers and grid [39].

Factors considered and applied during the cost evaluation are stated. The location data such as
irradiation, geographical location and temperature were determined using Solaris software (PVplanner)
to plot the ideal location for base PV plant. The data obtained was inputted into the Homer Pro®
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program. To develop the economical solution using HomerPro® software, the following information
was required and inputted: geographical location, meteorological data, hourly/daily/monthly load
profiles which the PV system will feed, life span of the system, carbon emissions if any including cost
of penalties, cost of each equipment in the system as well as the capital, operation and maintenance.
For the cost of each equipment, HomerPro® default and updated values in USD were used. Once all the
data is captured, the search space is also used to find the optimal solution for the required load based
on the cheapest system analysis to optimise the system behaviour and output. The ultimate solution
will then be presented. From [40,41], the levelised costs of energy (COE), annualised cost (Cann) and
net present cost (NPC) were determined for each system using below respective formulas/equations;
levelised cost:

COE =
Cann,tot − Cboiler − Hserved

Eserved
(11)

where Cann,tot = system annual cost ($/yr); Cboiler = boiler marginal cost ($/kWh); Hserved = total thermal
load served (kWh/yr) Eserved = total electrical load served (kWh/yr).

In the system that does not serve a thermal load then Hserved = 0.
Annualised cost (Cann):

Cann = CFR
(
i, RProj

)
×CNPC (12)

where CNPC = the net present cost ($); i = the annual real discount rate (%); RProj = the project lifetime (yr).
Net present cost (NPC):

CNPC =
Cann,tot

CRF(i, N)
(13)

CRF(i, N) =
i(1 + i)N

(1 + i)N
− 1

(14)

where, Cann,tot is the total annual cost ($/year) which includes the capital, replacement, annual operating
and maintenance and fuel costs. CRF is the capital recovery factor, used to calculate the present value of
a series of equal annual cash flows, i is the real interest rate (%) and N is the project lifetime (in number
of years).

Lastly, it is of great significance to include the operation and maintenance costs as they are
a major part of any system including any penalties due to emissions/pollution. However, the system
proposed is environmentally friendly and thus no emissions penalties will be incurred. Operation
and Maintenace

(O&M) costs will be calculated with the equation using HomerPro®:

Com = Com, f ixed + Ccs + Cemissions (15)

where Com, f ixed = system fixed O&M costs ($/yr), Ccs = penalty for capacity shortage ($/yr), Cemissions =

Penalty for emissions ($/yr). Which for this system will be neglected.
For any system to be analysed, the load needs to be connected. The resultant load is based on

residential loading. This means each house is already deduced to have usage of 12 kWh per day as
calculated below in Table 1. To determine how many houses can be fed with this envisaged demand
output, the calculation below is applied.

Assuming a plant of 5 MW peak capacity and load factor of 0.2 as given by HomerPro® for
residential loading, the average load for 5 MW peak will is deduced by:

LF =
Average Load

Peak Load
(16)

Average load = LF × Peak Load
= 0.2 × 5 MW
= 1 MW
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Average kWh = 1 MW × 24 h, i.e., 24 MWh per day.

Load factor (LF); the load factor is defined as a dimensionless number equal to the average load
divided by the peak load.

Since per household consumption is 12 kWh, it can be calculated how may houses can be fed from
this plant:

Household Connections =
Average Load

Per Household Consumption
=

24 000 kWh
12kWh

= 2000, (17)

two thousand houses can be fed from a 5 MW plant. Figure 3 below shows the typical daily and
seasonal profile of a residential customer in South Africa.
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4. Simulation, Results and Discussion with Investigation

PPS and Li-ion batteries were modelled using six different scenarios on HomerPro® with system
loading of 1 MW, 3 MW and 5 MW. Each system load was to have storage of 20% capacity for PPS and
Li-Ion. An off-grid system is applied for all investigations.

The below case studies were simulated and analysed:

• Case study 1: 5 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity.
• Case study 2: 5 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant.
• Case study 3: 3 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity.
• Case study 4: 3 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant.
• Case study 5: 1 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity.
• Case study 6: 1 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant.

Throughout the discussion that follows in the case studies, the load varied per case study and the
PV plant was kept constant. Just the storage facilities were varied to determine the most economical
solution. This study considered only Li-ion type batteries.

Case Study 1: 5 MW Load, Photovoltaic (PV) Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity

The peak load was 5 MWh, and merely 20% of the load, which was just 1 MWh, had to be stored
in Li-Ion batteries. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of case study 1. The properties of the
storage batteries are provided below in Figure 5. A total of 1000 batteries were required to make
1 MWh storage.
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Figure 4. Scenario 1–5 MW photovoltaic (PV) plant, Li-ion batteries, and load connected—off-grid.

Looking at Figures 6–8 below makes it clear that PV would only supply the load at times where
there is sun available. This is usually from 7 am. till 5 pm. South African Time. At night time there will
be no power supplied to the load and the output is not smooth during the day due to the inconsistency
of the weather. This is the reason why storage is required. Figure 8 shows the typical behaviour of a PV
plant in the month of January, most importantly the variation of AC load per day while the supply
remains almost constant. PV will never be able to supply the load hence storage can be used to at least
supplement the PV where and when the load has peaked.
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Figure 6. 5 MW PV plant performance supplying load without storage.

Continuing from Figure 6, now the storage battery bank is introduced in the system and that is
shown in Figure 9. PV power output is drawn as the green graph and load is the purple one. In Figure 6;
where there is no storage facility on the system, PV output starts increasing from 5 am and peaks at
7 am. From there the output is smooth; it is up and down depending on the irradiation on the day.
This output started dropping at 18:00 because it depends solely on the sun. From 19:00 little power can
be supplied and there will be no power by 20:00. The simulations and results were based on Cape
Town times, which are different from other areas because it has longer sun day by nature.

Figure 9 Where the system had a battery storage facility, the PV output behaved the same.
The difference came about at 8 am where there was sudden peak loading until 11 am, then storage
power could be discharged from batteries to supplement the PV and the same occurred again from
13:00 to 18:00. For example at 18:00, 218 kW could be drawn from batteries when the load was
at peak and PV was dropping. Normally, when load drops occur, then PV is used to charge the
batteries. Figure 10 shows the 5 MW PV plant net present cost without storage using ABB PSV800-1000
solar panels.
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4.1. Photovoltaic (PV)–Battery Plant Off-Grid Cost Analysis

Based on the results on Figures 10–12, having a PV-Battery power plant in the Western Cape
would cost approximately Net USD 15 Million with annual cost of USD 1.4 Million for a project with
a life cycle of 25 years. This system is technically excellent but it may require a huge amount of capital
to build. This system is 100% renewable with 20% battery storage capacity, 56% unmet load and up to
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90% capacity shortage settings. However, the return on investment is very low −1.7%. This then may
be too expensive to construct. However, it can be used as a base for smaller systems/plants. Since the
system is off-grid, the number of batteries was increased which increases the system cost. Accordingly,
it was demonstrated that there would be no investment in building such a system since it will not
bring fruitful returns.
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4.2. Case Study 2: 5 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant

The PV plant and the load used in the previous section were decreased to match the 5 MW load.
Storage batteries are very flexible in terms of where they can be used (different locations). Any location
may be suitable, unlike the location for pumped storage where it is restricted to areas where there is
a huge amount of water and high altitudes. For this study, we assumed that the optimum location for
Pump storage was Palmiet, in the Western Cape since there is already similar storage existing in the
area. A schematic diagram of PV plant with PPS as base storage is shown on Figure 13 below.
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Dcap is the Dam Capacity (upper and lower) to be calculated
Td is the time required to discharge and restore water to upper dam = 12 h, since this water had to be
available for electrical production the next day
He f f is the effective head = 150 m

ηgen is the generator efficiency = 90%
g is the gravitational force = 9.81 m/s2

Disrate is the discharge rate/flow = 0.03 cubic metres per s.

Since the load was already known, some of the above was assumed in order to calculate the
amount of water or dam capacity to meet the load demand:

Lpeak is the peak load = 5 MWh

PPS rating to be 20% of the load = 1 MWh.

It is assumed one generator output generation over 12 h will be 245 kW; this will be used only
as a baseline. Bigger generators are normally used in real life situations. HOMER has its pumped
storage per generator stored at 24 kWh, this helped on the calculations below in order to use the
program effectively;

Therefore 1 MWh
245 kWh = 4 generators, was practical. It was possible to use one generator of 250 kW or

higher ratings to reduce the number to a maximum of 4 units.

Discharging;

To discharge 1 MW in 12 h is required:

Power generated
(
Pgen

)
=

Energy
Time

= 1 MWh/12 h = 83.33 kW (18)

Mass of water required = Dcap =
Pgen

g × He f f × Disrate × ηgen
(19)

Dcap = 83.33 × 103

9.81 × 150 × 0.03 × 0.9 = 2097 m3 of water required.

Charging;

Since the same turbine could be used as a pump, the effective head, efficiency and power remained
unchanged. Therefore, the flow rate was calculated as follows:

Flow rate = Frate =
Pgen × ηgen

g × He f f
(20)
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Frate = 83.33 × 0.9
9.81 × 150 = 0.06 m3 per s.

Time required to refill the upper dam = Tre f ill =
Dcap

Frate × time
(21)

Tre f ill =
2097

0.06 × 3600 = 9.7 h.

Electrical energy required =
(
Pgen ) ×

(
Tre f ill

)
(22)

83.33 kW × 9.7 h = 0.81 MWh.
Round trip efficiency of the PPS = ratio of discharging electrical energy output to the charging

electrical input = 1/0.81 = 1.23

Maximum Capacity =
Energy
Voltage

=
1MWh
240V

= 4.167 × 103 Amp h (23)

Using pumped storage to supplement the load and rectify the PV seems to be working; the cost
associated with the system of only 20% storage capacity was just USD 14 million as illustrated
in Figures 14 and 15. Storage costs were quite high on PPS compared to the batteries. Battery storage
cost is USD 13 million while PPS is USD 14 million. Based on cost alone, for a 5 MW plant with 20%
storage, batteries were considered the better option. The same was true for annualised costs, thus PPS
is quite expensive storage.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 38 
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Table 1. Storage cost comparison on 5 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Batteries
System (Case Study 1)

PPS System
(Case Study 2)

System Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 13,737,697.00 USD 14,372,363.34 USD −6,346,666.34
Annualised Cost USD 1,403,618.41 USD 1,468,463.77 USD −64,845.3

Reading from Table 2 below, it can be seen that the difference between the two components is not
big if analysed by individual components in the system. Meaning that on bigger plants the individual
component does not play a big role but the entire system required to accommodate that individual
component. Comparing Tables 1 and 2, it can be concluded that when building the system consider
all components required to build it. If calculating only the cost of the component, then incorrect
information will be used.

Figures 16 and 17 depict the operation of the plant/system: PV + PPS = load. Technically, the system
was configured to work in the following manner:

PV is the primary source of power. From 6 am, the PV supplies the load with assistance/backup
from the PPS, while at the same time, the PV is pumping water back to the upper reservoir. At 9 am
the PV is at maximum output and the hydro is no longer supplying the load until the moment where
there is surge on the load and the PV cannot cope with it. During the day from 12 pm, when the PV is
stable, the excess electricity is used to pump water back to the upper reservoir. At that time no water is
discharged until there is a sudden load surge on the system again. In the afternoon during peak time,
the PV cannot cope with the usual peak load increase and, simultaneously, the solar energy decreases
towards sunset. At this time the PPS takes over and supplies the load overnight while the PV is off.
This continues until the following morning at 7 am when the PV picks up again.

Table 2. Storage cost comparison of individual components on 5 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Battery Bank PPS Storage Bank Component Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 753,703.22 USD 835,018.73 USD −81,315.51
Annualised Cost USD 77,007.95 USD 85,316.16 USD −8,308.71
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4.3. Case Study 3: 3 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity

The peak load was 3 MWh, while just 20% of the load, which is only 600 kWh, had to be stored on
Li-Ion batteries. A total of 600 batteries would be required to make 600 kWh storage. The characteristics
of the battery are still the same as Figure 5. The schematic diagram of PV plant and Li-ion battery bank
is shown on Figure 18 below.
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Figure 19. 3 MW PV plant output without storage yearly performance. 

Figure 18. Case study—3 MW PV plant with 20% Li-ion bank, and load connected—off-grid.

As in the previous case study, the same results can be realised from a decreased system in terms
of performance. Figures 19 and 20 above illustrate how the PV would supply the load throughout the
year, with storage facility and peak months being July. It is clear that PV behaviour is not changed by
loading or plant scaling; it will continue to supply the load at times where there is sun available and be
off at night. Since the simulation was based in the Cape Town area, the sun is usually up at 5:34 am
in the summer and sets around 20:00 as illustrated in Figure 20, which is usually from 5 am till 6 pm
South African Time. At night there is no power supplied to the load. On other days, the output is not
smooth throughout the day; this can be seen at 13:00 in Figure 20, this is the point at which storage
becomes useful.
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As may be observed from Figure 21

• PV power output is drawn as a green line in the graph;
• The load is the purple line in the graph;
• Maximum discharge battery output is drawn as a blue line; and
• The operating discharge output is in red on the graph.

When analysing the two graphs below (i.e., Figures 21 and 22), it may be seen that the PV output
started increasing from 5 am and peaks at 6 am with an output power of 1000 kW. The unmet and
fluctuating load remained present for 24 h. Li-ion battery banks were available and could be discharged
from 7 am. if required, as indicated by the blue line of the graph, but this was not the case because,
at the time, PV was peak and could manage the load. The graph illustrates that the maximum available
storage that could be discharged was 446 kW. The red line indicates the operating battery storage
operation, where there was no discharge on batteries throughout the day, until such time where the
load was greater than the PV output. That scenario occurs at 17:00 in the afternoon. At that time the
peak load started, the battery ‘kicked-in’ to supplement the PV up until 18:00. At 18:00, PV was peak
at 1000 kW; Load was 1983 kW, while the storage supply peak was at 446 kW. The storage battery
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percentage overload = 446/1983 = 22% peak. After 18:00, the load starts decreasing and the storage
facility and the PV supply followed. By 19:00, both the battery bank and the PV plant stop supplying
the load as required. The scenario is repeated daily throughout the year.
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4.4. PV-Battery Plant Off-Grid Cost Analysis

Based on the results of above Figures 23 and 24, it can be seen that having a 3 MW PV power plant
with 20% battery storage capacity in the Western Cape would cost approximately Net USD 8 million
with an annual cost of USD 0.8 million for a project with a life cycle of 25 years. This system is
technically excellent but could require an exorbitant amount of funding to build. This system is 100%
renewable with 20% battery storage capacity, 48.3% unmet load and up to 73% capacity shortage.
Nonetheless, the return on investment would be very low at −0.8%, possibly making this too expensive
to construct. However, it can be used as a baseline for smaller systems/plants. Since the system was
off-grid, the quantity of batteries has increased. Accordingly, it is proven that there is no investment
reward for building such a system as it has very low investment rate.

The difference between using a system with no storage on the same system is only USD 540,000.
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4.5. Case Study 4: 3 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant

The PV plant and the load used in case study 2 were decreased to match the 3 MW load. As per
case study 2, the optimum location of the system remains the same. A schematic diagram of 3 MW
load supplied by PV plant and PPS storage is shown in Figure 25 below;
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Dcap is the Dam Capacity (upper and lower) to be calculated.
Td is the time required to discharge and restore water to upper dam, which is 12 h, since this water had
to be available for electrical production the next day.
He f f is the effective head = 150 m

ηgen is the Generator efficiency = 90%
g is the gravitational force = 9.81 m/s2
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Disrate is the discharge rate/flow = 0.03 cubic metres per s.

Since the load was already known, some of the above were assumed to be able to calculate the
amount of water or dam capacity to meet the load demand.

Lpeak is the peak load = 3 MWh
PPS rating to be 20% of the load = 0.6 MWh.

Assuming one generator output generation over 12 h to be 245 kW; this will be used just as
a baseline. Bigger generators are normally used in real life situations.

Therefore 0.6 MWh
245 kWh = 2.44 generators, which is impractical. One generator of 300 kW or higher

ratings can be used to reduce the number to a maximum of 2 units.

Discharging

To discharge 600 kW in 12 h is required; using Equation (18); Power generated (Pgen) = 600 kWh/12
h = 50 kW

Using Equation (19); mass of water required = Dcap =
Pgen

g × He f f × Disrate × ηgen
= 50 × 103

9.81 × 150 × 0.03 × 0.9 =

1258 m3 water is required.

Charging

Since the same turbine could be used as a pump, as discussed in Chapter 3, the effective head,
efficiency and power remained unchanged. Therefore, the flow rate was calculated as follows:

From Equation (20); flow rate = Frate =
Pgen × ηgen
g × He f f

Frate = 50 × 0.9
9.81 × 150 = 0.031 m3 per s

Time required to refill the upper dam, using Equation (21) = Tre f ill =
1258

0.06 × 3600 = 5.82 h

From Equation (22); Electrical energy required = 50 kW × 5.82 h = 291 kWh
Round trip efficiency of the PPS = ratio of discharging electrical energy output to the charging electrical
input = 0.6/0.291 = 2.06
Maximum capacity using Equation (23) = 0.6 MWh

240 V = 2500 Amp hours. This is the maximum electrical
output divided by the nominal voltage.

Using pumped storage to supplement the load and rectify the PV seemed to be working; the cost
associated with the system at just 20% storage capacity was just USD 8.6 million as recorded in Figures 26
and 27. Storage costs are almost the same for the PPS as that of the batteries in Figures 23 and 24.
The difference between the two systems presented in Table 3 below. Based on the results, it can be
stated that any storage facility can be chosen for the 3 MW plant.
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Table 3. Storage cost comparison on 3 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Batteries
(Case Study 3)

PPS
(Case Study 4)

Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 8,732,832.81 USD 8,623,418.01 USD 109,414.80
Annualised Cost USD 892,257.59 USD 881,078.38 USD 11,179.21

Reading from Table 4 below, it can be seen that the difference between the two components is
reduced when analysing by individual component in the system. Meaning that on bigger plants the
individual component does not play a big role but the entire system required to accommodate that
individual component. However, when the system reduced then the individual component makes
a difference as seen in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 4. Storage cost comparison of individual components on 3 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Battery Bank PPS Storage Bank Component Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 610,426.04 USD 501,011.24 USD 109,414.80
Annualised Cost USD 62,368.91 USD 51,189.70 USD 11,196.4

Figures 28–30 represent the operation of the plant/system with the PPS connection. PV + PPS =

load. Technically, the system was configured to work in the following manner:
PV is the primary source of power. From 5 am. in the morning, the PV supplies the load with

assistance/backup from the PPS just at peak times. During the night the PV storage discharges to
supply the load or can be switched off. While supplying the load from 6 am, excess electricity is used
to pump water back to the upper reservoir as per the calculation above. In the afternoon during peak
time, the PV is unable to cope with the usual peak load increase and simultaneously, the solar energy
decreases towards sunset. At this time the PPS takes over and supplies the load overnight while the
PV is off. This continues until the following morning at 6 am. when the PV picks up and becomes
stable. The operation remains the same as in case study 2.
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4.6. Case Study 5: 1 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Storage Battery Capacity

The peak load is 1 MWh, while just 20% of the load, which is only 200 kWh had to be stored
on Li-ion batteries. The characteristics of the battery remain the same in this study as shown on
Figure 5. A total of 200 batteries is required to make 200 kWh storage, the schematic diagram is shown
in Figure 31.
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The system is rather smaller than the two previous case studies; PV output is rated at 500 kW
with a maximum demand of 1000 kW. Figures 32 and 33 above illustrates how PV will supply the load
throughout the year with a storage facility of 20%. Previous case studies indicated the beginning and
middle of the year, which are summer and winter. Case studies 5 and 6 will focus on springtime which
is in September. PV plant behaviour is not changed by the loading or plant scaling; it will continue to
supply the load at times when there is available sun and will switch off at night. Since the simulation
was based on the Cape Town area, the sun in the springtime is usually up at 7 am and set at 19:00 as
shown in Figure 32, that is usually from 5 am till 6 pm South African time. At night time there will be
no power supplied to the load. On some days the output is not smooth throughout the day. As per
Figure 33, there are two occasions where storage is required to supplement the PV: between 6 and
10 am as well as between 6 and 8 pm. In this scenario, PV would produce excess energy during the
day, which may allow the charging of batteries. This means that batteries can be used more at night
since there is enough power to charge during the day in this scenario.
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• The operating discharge output is the blue line in the graph.
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Analysing the two graphs below (i.e., Figures 34 and 35), it can be seen that PV output starts
increasing from 5 am and peaks at 10 am with an output power of 460 kW. The unmet and fluctuating
load has remained present for a few hours during the day and 11 h at night. Li-ion Battery banks
are available and can be discharged from 9 am if required as shown by the red graph line, but this
does not occur since at the time PV is at peak and can manage the load until 11 am. The battery line
in the graph reveals that the maximum available storage that can be discharged is 145 kW. The blue
graph line showing the operating battery storage operation, where there will be no discharge from
batteries throughout the day until such time where the load is greater than PV output. That scenario is
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seen between 11:00 and 13:00 in the morning to the afternoon. Then again between 15:00 and 17:00.
After 17:00, peak load starts, battery power is already utilised during the day and can no longer
be used, and PV output is also declining since it is sunset. Looking into peak load at 12:00, PV is
peak 358 kW; load is 423 kW while the storage supply is peak 69 kW. Storage battery percentage
overload = 69/423 = 16% peak. The scenario will be repeated daily throughout the year with different
seasons as per with respective to load profile graphs in Figure 36 and battery discharge power
in Figure 37 below.
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4.7. PV-Battery Plant Off-Grid Cost Analysis

Based on the below results in Figures 38 and 39, it can be seen that having a 1 MW PV power
plant with 20% battery storage capacity in the Western Cape will cost approximate Net USD 1.6 million
with annual cost of USD 163,000 for a project with the life cycle of 25 years. This system is technically
excellent and may require little capital to build it. This system is 100% renewable with 20% battery
storage capacity. However, the return on investment is very low at −0.7%. This then may be too
expensive to construct because of no return on investment. However, it can be used as a base for
smaller systems/plants. Since the system is off-grid, the number of batteries can be reduced or increased
as required.
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The difference between using a system with no storage on the same system is only USD 400,000.

4.8. Scenario 6: 1 MW Load, PV Plant and 20% Pump Storage Plant

The PV plant and the load used in the previous section of this chapter was decreased to match the
1 MW load. Storage batteries are very flexible in terms of where they can be used (different locations).
Any location will work, unlike the pumped storage where it is restricted to areas where there is a huge
volume of water and high altitudes. For this study, as mentioned, we assumed the optimal location for
pump storage is Palmiet in the Western Cape. Figure 40 shows schematic diagram of scenario 6.
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Dcap is the Dam Capacity (upper and lower) to be calculated.
Td is the time required to discharge and restore water to upper dam = 12 h, since this water had to be
available for electrical production the next day.
He f f is the effective head = 150 m

ηgen is the Generator efficiency = 90%
g is the gravitational force = 9.81 m/s2

Disrate is the Discharge rate/flow = 0.03 cubic metres per s.

Since load was already known, some of the above were assumed to be able to calculate the amount
of water or dam capacity to meet the load demand.

Lpeak is the Peak load = 1 MWh
PPS rating to be 20% of the load, it is 200 kWh.

Assuming one generator output generation over 12 h to be 245 kW; this will be used only as
a baseline. Bigger generators are normally used in real life situations.

Therefore 200 kWh
245 kWh = 1 generator which was enough. One generator of between 200–300 kW could

be used or, for maintenance purposes, two generators of 150 kW could be utilised so that total power is
not lost, should faults occur or maintenance be required.
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Discharging

From Equation (18); to discharge 200 kW in 12 h; Power generated (Pgen) = 200 kWh/12 h = 17 kW

From Equation (19); mass of water required = Dcap =
Pgen

g × He f f × Disrate × ηgen
= 17 × 103

9.81 × 150 × 0.03 × 0.9 =

427 m3 water is required.

Charging

Since the same turbine could be used as a pump, as discussed in Chapter 3, the effective head,
efficiency and power remained unchanged. Therefore, the flow rate was calculated as follows:

Using Equation (20); flow rate = Frate =
Pgen × ηgen
g × He f f

= 17 × 0.9
9.81 × 150 = 0.0104 m3 per s.

Using Equation (21); time required to refill the upper dam = Tre f ill =
427

0.06 × 3600 = 2 h

Electrical energy required using Equation (22) = 17 kW × 2 h = 34 kWh
Round trip efficiency of the PPS = ratio of discharging electrical energy output to the charging electrical
input = 0.2/0.34 = 0.59
Maximum Capacity from (23) = 200 kWh

240 V = 833 Amp h.

Using pumped storage to supplement the load and rectify the PV also worked as did battery
storage; the cost associated with the system at only 20% of storage capacity is just USD 2.7 million as
shown in Figure 41. PPS storage cost is higher than when using the batteries on the same system as
displayed in Figures 41 and 42. The difference between the two systems is reported in Table 5 below.
Based on the cost results, the sole system that can be chosen for the 1 MW plan is storage batteries.
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Table 5. Storage cost comparison on 1 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Batteries
(Case Study 5)

PPS
(Case Study 6)

Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 1,601,392.37 USD 2,732,246.73 USD −1,130,854.36
Annualised Cost USD 163,618.67 USD 279,161.18 USD −115,542.51

Reading from Table 6 below, it can be seen that the difference between the two components
has reduced by reducing the storage capacity. However, the component cost is almost equal to the
difference when comparing with case studies 3 and 4. This means that as the storage capacity reduces,
the difference in component price also reduces. Though it is much cheaper to build the PPS system
than storage batteries as shown on both Tables 5 and 6.

Figures 43 and 44 illustrate the performance of PPS on the 1 MW PV plant. As indicated previously,
pumped storage works in such a way that during peak times and night hours, energy can be discharged
to supply the load. During the day when the PV is overproducing power, the excess energy can be
utilised to pump water back to the upper reservoir. The two figures above demonstrate the same can
be used when the storage batteries are in use. In this situation, there is enough energy produced during
the day, as shown in Figure 43, to be used as required. The same excess power can be sold to the grid
to make profit and returns on the PV plant.

Figures 45–48 These figures indicate more charge and discharge power of PPS throughout the
year. It can be seen that during the month of May, June and July the rainfall in the country is less and it
is thus difficult to depend on PPS up until August when it starts raining again. Even though pumped
storage relies on stored water, this water is subject to evaporation and can be lost in other forms.

Figure 48 shows the loading per hour on the PV plant and the peak times at which PPS will be
required. It can be seen that different types of loading are experienced for each month and peak times
change according to the month.

Table 6. Storage cost comparison of individual components on 1 MW PV plant.

Cost Type Storage Battery Bank PPS Storage Bank Component Difference =
(Battery − PPS)

Net Present Cost USD 188,295.87 USD 83,501.87 USD 104,794.00
Annualized Cost USD 19,238.71 USD 8,531.62 USD 10,707.09
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Figure 48. 200 kW PPS hourly state of charge profile.

Table 7 and Figure 49 below summarise the cost of storage for different power ratings; these
exclude the PV plant and other components connected to the plant, such as converters. It can be
seen that pumped storage is more expensive as the storage capacity increase and the battery becomes
cheaper. For lower storage requirements, pumped storage is suitable and for higher load requirements
batteries are the preferred or better option, cost-wise.

Table 7. Storage cost summary.

Scenario Type Net Cost Annualised Cost

1 MWh Lithium Ion Batteries USD 753,703.32 USD 77,007.95
1 MWh Pumped Storage USD 835,018.73 USD 85,316.16

600 kWh Lithium Ion Batteries USD 610,426.04 USD 62,368.91
600 kWh Pumped Storage USD 501,011.24 USD 51,189.70

200 kWh Lithium Ion Batteries USD 188,295.87 USD 19,238.71
200 kWh Pumped Storage USD 83,501.87 USD 8,531.62
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5. Conclusions

To achieve the objectives of the study which include finding the economic and technical solution
to renewable energy storage, the following design process was implemented—development of a PV
model and its integration with storage batteries using lithium-ion; a pumped storage model was
designed as well as its integration with the PV model. Comparison of the battery and PPS model
was carried out and finally a developed model arising from the results obtained at different stages
of design implementation and efficacy was realised. The model development and simulations were
carried out in HomerPro® environments, Version 64x3.10.0 (Pro Edition). Analysis of the results
were also carried to accentuate the impact and contribution of the various scenarios, factors and
storage systems. Storage batteries and PPS were simulated and compared using 3 scenarios, which are
200 kWh, 600 kWh and 1 MWh storage capacities.

From the results obtained, it can be inferred that both storages are significant to PV output
stabilisation as required. They both can be used to supplement PV in times of high demand and times
where PV is not sufficient due to weather conditions or fluctuations. These storages have capacities to
discharge anytime when required, although PPS has very rapid response and can be used where there
are large loads or emergency loading is required. When operated in a hybrid system with PV, it was
proven that for lower storage requirements such as 200 kWh storage bank, PPS is a cheaper option
compared to storage batteries by almost half the cost. As storage capacity increases to 600 kWh then
the gap is closing down and PPS is approximately 16% cheaper than batteries. The difference becomes
lesser as storage capacity increase to 1 MWh.

The research has proven that when storage costs go higher than 1 MWh, then batteries can be
selected. The assumption was made that both storage resources can be available at the same place.

The research gives the utility the option to select which storage to apply based on the resource at
the area where PV is installed. This will improve and stabilise the output demand, increase generation
capacity, and consumers will have access to power most of the time that in turn reduces the electricity
usage cost. It contributes to socio-economic development in the country, by creating jobs. Companies
will have more usage period for lighting activities and that generally increases production capacity.
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The solution is environmentally friendly and alleviates the present crisis of load shedding due to the
unbalance and high demand as well as lower generations.

The research and technology trends indicated that lithium-ion is the future of energy storage.
Pumped storage had a lower price per megawatt compared to batteries in 2016. Pumped storage costs
ranged between $200–260 /MWh while batteries were $350–1000 /MWh. But the cost of batteries from
2016 to 2017 has also reduced by almost 25%. With the continued cost decline in lithium-ion batteries,
pumped storage will be history. Reports indicate lithium-ion batteries may go lower to $120 /MWh
in 2025. Taking into consideration equal long-life span (50–100 years) for pumped storage, battery
costs may range between $200–300 /MWh.

The other point to consider is that cost comparison should be made not only on installed stored
capacity. Most researchers tend to compare storage per MW using installed capacity and that is
not necessarily usable capacity. The research was successful and proved that both pumped storage
and batteries can be used depending on site location, it further proved that in future more batteries
will be used and the size will continue to reduce making the transport cost lower. Also considering
construction costs, batteries can be installed quicker than building a pumped storage plant.

Finally, it is proven that these storage facilities, i.e., lithium-ion batteries and pumped storage plants
will stabilise the output demand; increase generation capacity; provide backup power; provide consumers
with power for longer periods; and thus increase their production capacity and reduce the electricity cost
since they will be using power from stable renewable energies instead of fossil fuels. The latter automatically
contributes to socio-economic development in the country by creating jobs and saving the existing ones.
Taking into consideration the construction and maintenance of the storage facility, some jobs will be created.
Reducing the use of coal-fired stations will assist in the reduction of existing carbon emissions. The solution
is environmentally friendly and alleviates the present crisis of load shedding due to the imbalance of high
demand to lower generations. It is expected that other manufacturers will invest in cost-effective batteries
instead of pumped storage as it has no real developmental future as water cannot be developed. With ever
more strict rules regarding the care of the environment, it is expected that water usage can become restricted
since every living species requires water.
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